
            CK’s strong suit is the funny, charming and witty personality that he showcases 
throughout the whole TED talk expressing his ideas in a peculiar way. Chip Kidd keeps 
the audience captivated and focused on him the entire time, no matter what he’s talking 
about he is extremely good at keeping his audience entertained and focused on him. He 
dances and changes up his voice within what he’s saying, he’s like a clown with a very 
feminine side of him.  

I learned that in design, you need to have a lot of research and knowledge on the 
thing you are designing and it will lead you to a better design in general. I didn’t really 
learn any new words or terminology other than a few artist tools he mentioned that we 
can use as graphic designers. My personal, honest opinion about this TED talk was that 
it was funny and interesting to watch but I didn’t really get much from it as a designer/ 
artist. He pretty much stated the obvious for me, research what you’re designing and 
think about how to express that meaning is the only thing I got from this talk. I don’t 
know if I can say it was honestly helpful for me if it wasn’t for Chip Kidd himself and 
his personality, I probably wouldn’t have even finished watching this talk at all, or even 
watched it in the first place if it wasn’t for this assignment. With that being said, I feel 
like I learned that to be a great artist/designer in the first place you should have a great, 
charismatic personality that people will enjoy what you have to say and show and 
actually listen to you and see what you have to say. If it wasn’t for his personality and 
him as a person, I wouldn’t have stuck through this talk or see the stuff he has done. 
Personality and social skills play a huge part in being an artist because you need to be 
able to make people actually care and actually listen to you as well as wanting to know 
more about you. And CK accomplished that. He’s super memorable and you will 
remember his work because of it. And you see, that’s the problem with our COM D 
community right now that I see a lot of people lack. Personality. Everyone is so quiet, 
everybody is so anti-social and straight-up boring, no offense, but I believe if you are in 
COMMUNICATION design, don’t you think you need to know how to 
COMMUNICATE? People will love your work as much as they love you. Just like CK 
demonstrated, he is a funny, charismatic, entertaining, memorable person, so you will 
see his work as such, and you would appreciate it way more. You will be captivated 
enough to even give his work a chance. If you’re a boring dull person who barely 
speaks, who is going to listen to you? Who is going to give you a chance? If you lack in 
personality, why would people think that your art has any? If you’re an artist, act like 
one. And you will gain the applause you deserve and that’s what I strongly believe and 
took away from this whole TED talk. Be a person people can connect to and relate to, if 
you’re an artist, people should feel like they can easily connect to you and feel like 
they’re a part of something greater. CK leaves the audience with a refreshing feeling 
with loads of interest in his work because of himself as a person and his personality that 
reflects in his artwork.  
 


